
Day 3 - Step Three - Application

12:00pm - 12:30pm

Injury Management - ‘The Enduring 
Obligation of Long Term Injured 
Employees - The Truth is Out There’

SIA:

You are a speaker on Day 3 ‘Injury Management’ for the 
upcoming Safety Conference Sydney 2011 where you will 
present ‘The Enduring Obligation of Long-Term Injured 
Employees – The Truth is Out There’ where you will discuss 
how to strategically manage all workplace laws to ensure 
businesses financially benefit in their management of long-term 
injured employees.

Can you explain the key factor in implementing a values-based 
strategic approach to the management of long-term injured 
employees?

Andrew:

Too often organisations have “values” that are disregarded 
when an employee on workers’ compensation remains unable 
to undertake the inherent requirements of work after six 
months.  They simply press the button and terminate.  Recent 
Victorian cases demonstrate that such an approach may breach 
EO duties - older case law reflects it may breach employment 
law principles as it inevitably creates a change in the industrial 
landscape.  If you say, “we value our employees”, then those 
values must inform the management of long term injured 
employees.  The key factor in implementing the process is 
communication!  Employees will not fight with an outcome 
they have bought into.  Courts and tribunals will not support 
criticism of the process if the communication strategy has 
integrity.

SIA:

Why do you believe so many organisations look to premium 
management as a way to manage long-term injured employees?
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Andrew:

The key issues surrounding premium management are:

• removal of long term injured employees or employees who      
  are likely to re injure themselves;

• early intervention RTW whether work related or not;

• strong, capable and competent OHS management system.

Far too many OHS Managers celebrate the reduction of 
premium through “a long term injured termination process” 
without realising the productivity, collateral and moral damages 
they are doing.  In the end, the linear termination process 
always costs more over the long term. 

SIA:

What will be a key takeaway for delegates attending your 
session?

Michael:

The key take aways are:

• alignment of internal soft service providers (HR, OHS,    
  RTW managers);

• volume driven approach that is transparent and   
  communicated which reduce injuries and 

  premiums;

• safety is the key lever to premium 

  management - not workers’ compensation 

  strategy.
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